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ABSTRACT

This technical report describes our approach to Tasks 1a in the 2020
DCASE acoustic scene classification challenge. We have incorpo-
rated few more training techniques based on our previous contest
entries. One was replacing cross-entropy loss with focal loss which
aims to focus on poor-classified samples while reducing the loss
on well-classified samples with high probability; another methods
used was to add an auxiliary binary classifier to serve the purpose
of domain adaptation.

Index Terms— deep residual network; focal loss; domain
adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes our four submission entries to the Task 1a in
the DCASE2020 IEEE AASP Challenge on Detection and Classi-
fication of Acoustic Scenes and Events. The aim of Task 1a is to
build a multi-category classifier that can identify the background
scene out of ten choices from pre-recorded audio clips in which
they were collected [1]. The increased variety of recording devices
used in this task has made the task more complicated compared to
last year’s, which poses challenge to the generalisation capabilities
of the proposed models.

Models were trained and validated using a development set, and
tested and evaluated on an separate evaluation set. We used our pre-
vious contest model as baseline [2] which demonstrated excellent
generalisation to unknown devices in the evaluation set. In addi-
tional to our baseline setup, we also investigated the use of focal
loss and mild domain adaptation in order to handle device mismatch
between the training set and the others.

Code for training our models using Keras [3] is available at
https://github.com/emilywg/DCASE2020-Task1 .

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP

2.1. Acoustic Feature Extraction

Similar to [2], We used the LibROSA library1 to generate the acous-
tic features. We calculated 128 log-mel energies under the original
sampling rate of 44.1KHz for each time slice by taking 2048 FFT
points with 50% overlap. The mel scale was defined using HTK
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formula [4]. The resulting spectrograms were of size 128 frequency
bins, 423 time samples and 3 channels with each representing log-
mel spectrograms, its delta features and its delta-delta features re-
spectively.

2.2. The Baseline Model

We trained a 18-layer pre-activation ResNet served as the baseline.
The details of the model was reported in [2], which explained the
architecture design (see Section 2.1, 3.4 & 3.5), the design of split-
ting high and low frequencies (see Section 3.3), and the methods
used for regularisation and data augmentation (see Section 2.2 &
3.6). Please refer to the paper as cited above.

For training the baseline using the similar approach in [2], we
used backpropagation and stochastic gradient descent, with a batch
size of 32, momentum of 0.9, and the cross-entropy loss function.
Each network was trained for 310 epochs using a learning rate
schedule with warm restart that resets the learning rate to its maxi-
mum value of 0.1 after 10, 30, 70 and 150 epochs, and then decays
according to a cosine pattern to 1× 10−5. It was shown by [5] and
verified by [6] that this approach can provide improvements in ac-
curacy on image classification relative to using stepped schedules.

2.3. Focal Loss

The focal loss [7] was initially designed to handle severe data imbal-
ance in object detection problem. It adds a modulating factor to the
cross-entropy loss so as to increases the sensitivity of the model to
classify hard samples. The use of focal loss has demonstrated cali-
bration effect even in balanced dataset as shown in [8], therefore we
assume it may help with the problem of device mismatching in this
task.

2.4. Domain Adaptation

We added an auxiliary binary classifier which tried to identify
whether the audio inputs were processed by the major device (as
source domain) or by other devices (as target domain). We think
it serves as mild domain adaptation as the gradients in the models
were gaining domain information through back-propagating the bi-
nary loss. Also, we applied weighting to these two losses during
training where the Total Loss = CE Loss – 0.1 × Adaptation Loss.
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Table 1: Results for Task 1a on official development data fold with
2970 samples in validation set.

Categories Submission ID
1 2 3 4

airport 56.5% 57.2% 56.9% 56.5%
bus 82.8% 79.7% 81.8% 82.4%

metro 77.7% 73.4% 70.7% 75.0%
metro station 76.0% 71.3% 72.7% 73.7%

park 90.9% 90.5% 90.5% 91.5%
public square 49.8% 50.1% 52.1% 51.8%
shopping mall 63.9% 69.6% 72.3% 70.3%

street pedestrian 55.5% 58.5% 56.2% 56.5%
street traffic 88.8% 89.8% 89.5% 90.2%

tram 75.0% 77.4% 71.0% 77.4%
Avg accuracy 71.7% 71.8% 71.4% 72.5%

# of parameters 4.31M 4.31M 4.31M 12.93M

3. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the raw accuracy of each categories and the balanced
accuracy. Figure 1 shows the confusion matrix of the ensemble
model.

Our four submission entries are listed as following:

• Submission 1: The baseline model
• Submission 2: The baseline model except using focal loss
• Submission 3: The baseline model with an auxiliary binary

classifier
• Submission 4: The ensemble of above three

Figure 1: Normalized confusion matrix showing the classification
accuracy for the ensemble model.
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